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Re: Comments on proposed adoption by New Jersey of the California Advanced Clean Truck Regulation and the California Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Omnibus Regulation

Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) appreciates the effort the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) is undertaking to develop rules that reduce pollution from medium- and heavy-duty vehicles (MHDVs) as part of its Protecting Against Climate Threats (PACT) regulatory process. EDF agrees that this PACT process, through which New Jersey is contemplating a variety of greenhouse gas (GHG)-reducing regulations due to the fact that “in the absence of action at the federal level, states must take the lead in reducing greenhouse gas emissions to avoid the most catastrophic impacts of climate change,”¹ is critically important – and will also ensure that significant air quality impacts from MHDVs can be brought to bear in the communities that are suffering disproportionately.

Transitioning MHDVs to zero-emissions alternatives is a critical component of a just transition to a low-emissions future. In addition to their sizable GHG impact, these vehicles are responsible for an outsized portion of harmful, localized pollution from transportation.² As Gabel Associates noted in a recent report prepared for ChargEVC:

¹ Executive Order No. 100 (Jan. 27, 2020).  
² New Jersey Energy Master Plan – Pathway to 2050 at 59 (2019),  
Heavy-duty vehicles are approximately eight times “dirtier” than [light-duty vehicles] when it comes to NOx and SOx emissions. In this case ~5% of the vehicles on the road account for 42% of the NOx emission, and 63% of the SO2. Many of these emissions represent public health burdens, since they accumulate near travel zones where these commercial vehicles frequently travel. The emissions are therefore much more concentrated, and therefore more harmful, than the emissions of more widely-traveled [light-duty vehicles].

This pollution disproportionately impacts certain communities across the state, often low- and moderate-income and environmental justice communities as these communities are likely to be impacted by freight, and be in close proximity to marine terminals, bus depots, and the Newark Airport, contributing to heightened levels of respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, comorbidities that may exacerbate the severity of COVID-19 for those individuals. Reducing and eventually eliminating tailpipe emissions in the MHDV sector will result in significant air quality benefits for communities that experience disproportionate levels of air pollution and resulting public health burdens. Conversely, delaying this transformation – or not ensuring that these communities are prioritized in this transition – will perpetuate public health inequities that have plagued these communities for far too long.

To put a finer point on it, allowing transportation to continue with the status quo will have a detrimental and significant impact on health in communities, particularly those that live in close proximity to highways. Indeed, up to 18,000 deaths are likely in 2025 (and even more today) across the nation from fine particulate matter and ozone (the latter of which is largely a result of NOx emissions) – as well as causing a wide range of other respiratory and cardiovascular effects. As well, communities of color and low-income communities are statistically much more likely to live near busy roads and have commensurately higher exposure to harmful transportation pollution. Relevant for New Jersey, a recent Union of Concerned Scientists study found that Asian American, Black and Latino American residents in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic region were exposed to 66 percent more air pollution from cars and trucks than white residents.

The New Jersey Energy Master Plan (EMP) recognizes this, prioritizing electric public transportation in environmental justice communities for the reasons described above. To prepare the state for this equitable transformation and garner the significant benefits associated with it,
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5 Id. at 86.
7 Id. at 8.
New Jersey regulators must devote systematic attention to the MHDV sector. As well, as discussed above, ensuring that the transition to electric vehicles is equitable will require that MHDVs emitting diesel fumes in environmental justice communities be an early and significant focus of PACT regulatory action.

Transforming today’s highly-polluting transportation and freight system will take sustained efforts on multiple, simultaneous fronts, including:

- Manufacturing zero-emissions vehicles;
- Ensuring uptake by vehicle and fleet owners through standards and mitigation of key barriers to adoption;
- Providing the fueling/charging infrastructure required by increasing numbers of zero-emissions vehicles, as well as ensuring that charging stations are well-suited to maximizing the grid and environmental benefits of zero-emission vehicles;
- Comprehensive marketing, education, and outreach that leverages the core competencies of different agencies and successfully engages communities; and
- Technology and price signals to ensure efficient operation of the system as a whole.

The Board of Public Utilities (BPU) has taken first steps to fostering the development of the infrastructure that will be needed to charge electric vehicles, but much more emphasis on growing the zero-emission MHDV sectors is needed, given the lead-time required to decarbonize those sectors. Far more focused work will be needed in those sectors, and we would hope that the rules emerging from the PACT process will among other things serve to focus the BPU’s attention on these needs.

Importantly, DEP does not have to start from scratch to implement key policies – they can adapt and build on innovations already contemplated in California. By leveraging recently adopted regulations such as the Advanced Clean Truck and Low NOx rules, New Jersey can avoid a costly, lengthy process of re-inventing the wheel, and begin in short order to achieve the “steep and immediate reductions in greenhouse gas emissions” called for in the Governor’s executive order initiating the PACT process. Even the Trump Administration, in its manifestly unlawful efforts to preempt state vehicle standards, has expressly recognized that its action has no effect on the authority of California and additional states to adopt standards for medium and heavy duty vehicles. Moreover, these policies are critically important – not only will these regulations aid in the achievement of targets set forth in the EMP and elsewhere, but they will give much needed policy certainty to market actors that may be hesitant to “go all in” on zero-emission vehicles without a clear imperative to make the transition. More specifically, leveraging these regulations and complementary policies can help meet several goals explicated in New Jersey’s EMP, including:

- **Reducing energy consumption and emissions from the transportation sector.** Paired with smart deployment of charging infrastructure and grid planning, these regulations can
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8 Id.
9 84 Fed. Reg. at 51,341, n.263.
result in significant emissions benefits, while also minimizing any grid impacts resulting from a larger population of electric vehicles.

- **Decarbonizing and modernizing New Jersey’s energy system.** Given that electric vehicles are batteries on wheels, they can act as a mechanism to store and draw on energy in a way that balances electricity demand and helps to integrate more renewable energy; this is further enhanced by facilitating use of bi-directional charging capabilities.

- **Supporting community energy planning and action in underserved communities.** Both of these regulations recognize that underserved and environmental justice communities are significantly more likely to live near freight corridors, ports, and facilities, resulting in disproportionate transportation emissions in these communities; implementation of these rules can help address that disparity.

- **Expanding the clean energy innovation economy.** In an economy severely impacted by COVID-19, policies like the ACT rule can provide a needed boost. Increasing the number of zero-emission vehicles will expand well-paying manufacturing and fueling/charging infrastructure jobs, while also providing purchasers with an opportunity to see operating cost savings due to relatively less expensive fuel, operations, and maintenance costs.

Putting these rules into place will also bolster burgeoning efforts by companies to transition more of their fleet on zero-emission vehicles and put into sharper focus the cost and societal benefits of cleaner vehicles: particularly with respect to zero-emission vehicles, by the end of the decade, even zero-emission trucks will have lifetime costs that are significantly cheaper than their diesel counterparts. Finally, increasing the number of clean vehicles in the state can be a driver of job growth, a much-needed attribute in the wake of significant economic impacts brought on by COVID-19. Adopting policies like the ACT and Low NOx rules can be an effective and rapid way of effecting important progress towards a clean energy future and a strengthened economy.10

EDF is well positioned to provide insights relevant to New Jersey’s consideration of various rules that were developed in California because, in addition to our ongoing presence in New Jersey (where we have pressed for rapid electrification of trucks and buses in various fora), EDF advocates in California have been deeply engaged at various proceedings at the California Public Utilities Commission geared toward accelerating the deployment of charging infrastructure, as well as actively participating in the development of the Advanced Clean Trucks (ACT) regulation and the Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Omnibus Regulation (the NOx rule) at the California Air Resources Board (CARB). This includes a joint report with Energy Innovations on the cost and benefits of the ACT rule, detailed below, and advocacy designed to ensure that the CARB is well aligned with agencies regulating utilities that are deploying infrastructure as well as with the vehicle technology-oriented California Energy Commission. We appreciate this opportunity to share learnings from California in a manner that is well tailored to New Jersey’s needs and capabilities.
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10 EDF notes that, given the nascent nature of the Fleet rule, these comments focus on the ACT and Low NOx rules that have been recently adopted.
California Advanced Clean Truck Regulation ("ACT Rule")

The ACT Rule will accelerate the uptake of non-emitting trucks and buses in California by putting into place sales targets for manufacturers. And, as recognized by CARB, this regulation is a critically necessary component of achieving federal ambient air quality standards, GHG reduction mandates, and the state’s Renewable Portfolio Standard. An analogous, if not perfectly identical, set of regulations in New Jersey should be considered.

One of a suite of complementary policies (including, as detailed more below, the NOx rule, the recently adopted Clean Transit rule, and the Hybrid and Zero-Emission Truck and Bus Voucher Incentive Project), the ACT rule seeks to accelerate the transition of Class 2b to 8 vehicles from diesel to their zero emission counterparts. More specifically, the ACT rule has two major components:

1) A sales requirement that increases over time. Manufacturers currently producing Class 2b-8 vehicles with combustion engines will instead have to meet a specific percentage of sales of zero-emission vehicles starting in 2024. By 2035, zero-emission trucks will need to make up 55% of Class 2b-3 truck sales, 75% of class 4-8 straight truck sales, and 40% of truck tractor sales.

2) Reporting requirements on retailers, manufacturers, and brokers, among others, to provide information about shipments (ground truck transportation used to ship items) and shuttle van and bus services, and on fleet operators with 50 or more trucks to provide detail on their current fleet operations.

In the process of developing the ACT Rule, CARB performed extensive analysis of the costs and benefits of the rule as proposed. Importantly, the agency determined that the rule provided significant cost benefits to fleet owners, who would experience reduced operating costs, allowing the trucking industry in California to grow even more quickly, as well as society as a whole, which would experience a wide variety of positive environmental externalities. EDF partnered with Energy Innovation to evaluate the agency’s findings; the resulting analysis is attached as Exhibit A to these comments. Using the California Energy Policy Simulator, the report verified that CARB’s estimates of 58,000 tons of NOx emissions reductions, and 17.3 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions reductions were appropriate – and that “air quality improvements from the proposed rule are projected to deliver $8.9 billion in public health benefits, including 943 premature deaths avoided through 2040.” The report also identified the possibility of even more favorable results if battery costs drop more quickly than CARB has forecast (while CARB estimates it will take 5 years to see a significant drop in battery costs, the
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11 EDF notes that though the substance of the ACT rule is on solid legal footing, CARB and California’s Office of Administrative Law are making minor procedural modifications to better ensure that pending litigation from the natural gas industry is unlikely prevent implementation of the rule.

EDF/Energy Innovation report instead estimates that lower prices will be seen in 2 years) and continue past 2030– a scenario that is well supported in the economic literature.

New Jersey is in the enviable position of being able to benefit from the work that CARB has already put into developing this rule, as well as from the technology development manufacturers already need to undertake to serve the California market. New Jersey DEP should perform its own analysis, using factors that are tailored to conditions in the state, in order to confirm that the cost-benefit analysis given New Jersey market and environmental conditions is similarly favorable.

Although we do not yet possess analytics similar to those that California developed as part of the promulgation of this rule, the density of New Jersey’s population, the fact that trucks in New Jersey carry a significant amount of freight in a concentrated geographic area, and the high proportion of New Jersey residents who live close to highways or ports suggest we can anticipate that the public health benefits associated with New Jersey’s transition away from diesel vehicles in particular will be sizable. That said, to ensure maximum benefits to New Jersey businesses and residents, New Jersey’s inquiry should include consideration of whether, for particular vehicle types, electric vehicles developed for use in California may require adjustments to account for a potential slight loss of efficiency due to New Jersey’s comparatively colder climate, such that New Jersey regulators can make targeted adjustments to the extent necessary in light of New Jersey’s specific conditions.

However, EDF does not believe this analysis or marginally different considerations need delay benefits accruing to New Jersey fleets, given manufacturers operating across different states will need to adapt their business practices to prepare for the most stringent standards, and thus need to prepare to sell zero-emissions vehicles regardless of how New Jersey proceeds. As such, New Jersey, once it has done its own limited analysis, can leverage the progress that California has made and endeavor to implement the regulation on an expedited timeline relative to approval in California.

California Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Omnibus Regulation (“NOx Rule”)

Adopting a version of the ACT Rule can help New Jersey ensure that the sector as a whole moves toward zero-emissions. However, conventionally-powered vehicles will be on the roads for the foreseeable future, and it will be imperative that the State address the tailpipe emissions from fossil fuel heavy-duty trucks and buses for as long as they continue to be manufactured. California’s NOx rule provides an important complement to the ACT rule, advancing cleaner vehicle technology while addressing the pressing need for cleaner air in communities suffering from dangerous pollution levels. As explained in a recent report co-authored by EDF, “despite making up only about 4 percent of the vehicles on the road, the delivery trucks and tractor
trailers that distribute our goods also deliver nearly half of the NOx emissions...from vehicles.”\textsuperscript{13} CARB explicitly recognizes that these benefits are at the heart of the regulation, stating that the regulation “will cut truck emissions, including during low load conditions...[and thus] will help to reduce adverse health impacts and improve air quality throughout the state, especially in these areas which are disproportionately impacted by truck emissions.”\textsuperscript{14}

The amended NOx rule recognizes the significant and negative impacts that will result from not taking decisive action and delivers a 90% reduction in the amount of NOx permitted to be emitted from trucks on the road by 2027 – the equivalent of taking 16 million vehicles off the road.\textsuperscript{15} Importantly, the regulation strengthens testing in order to better ensure that needed improvements are working as expected in real-world conditions, and builds in requirements to lengthen warranty and useful life period requirements – as well as reporting on those factors – starting in 2027.

EDF fully supports California’s ambitious but achievable standards for NOx and particulate matter (PM) in 2024 and 2027, as well as the more comprehensive and protective testing procedures, and would strongly recommend that New Jersey employ these same standards. These enhanced standards, which have been extensively vetted, will ensure emissions are reduced in all driving modes, including those that occur in or near residential neighborhoods exposed to high truck traffic. As well, these more protective standards will significantly reduce NOx emissions and prevent PM emissions from backsliding.

CARB staff demonstrated the technical feasibility of both the 2024 and 2027 proposed NOx standards through several years of extensive development and testing in partnership with the Southwest Research Institute (SwRI).\textsuperscript{16} The development and testing, together with related work by manufacturers, show that the proposed 2024 standards can be met using a combination of improved engine calibration, the newest configuration of after-treatment devices and urea injection. And, the 0.02 g/bhp-hr NOx standard proposed for model year 2027 and subsequent years can be achieved by adding cylinder deactivation – a technology widely used in passenger vehicles.\textsuperscript{17}

While testing has seen NOx emissions deteriorate slightly above the proposed 2027 standard as the test engine is approaching its useful life, SwRI has identified additional approaches that

\textsuperscript{14} California Air Resources Board, Facts about the Low NOx Heavy-Duty Omnibus Regulation, https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/classic/msprog/hdlnox/files/HD_NOx_Omnibus_Fact_Sheet.pdf.
\textsuperscript{15} Id.
\textsuperscript{16} California Air Resources Board, Public Hearing to Consider the Proposed Heavy-duty Engine and Vehicle Omnibus Regulation and Association Amendments, Staff Report: Initial Statement of Reasons (2020) at ES-12.
\textsuperscript{17} Id. at III-12 to III-27.
engine manufacturers can pursue to prevent a decrease in the effectiveness of these vehicles in effecting the needed emission reductions. These approaches increase the efficiency of the NOx after-treatment devices to reduce NOx emissions below the proposed standard, allowing for future deterioration. Moreover, engine manufacturers still have six years to improve the NOx control system before compliance in 2027, ample time to address emission deterioration.

Importantly, not only will these standards significantly decrease NOx and PM emissions that have a significant and harmful impact on air quality and human health, CARB’s analysis shows that addressing these pollutants need not have the same adverse impact on carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions or fuel consumption\(^{18}\) that past heavy-duty diesel NOx standards did. SwRI evaluated several engine modifications that could prevent an increase in fuel consumption while simultaneously reducing NOx. SwRI down-selected cylinder deactivation as the most practical technology that helps improve engine efficiency and reduce CO2. Cylinder deactivation also increases exhaust temperature, which reduces CO2 by improving NOx catalyst efficiency, especially at low speed and low load conditions where current after-treatment systems have been less effective due to low exhaust temperature. Thus, cylinder deactivation helps achieve the required 90 percent reduction in NOx emissions under most driving conditions with no increase in CO2 emissions or fuel consumption.

It is fundamental to understand, in advance of possible industry push-back to this rule, that the 2010 NOx standard revision in California presented a much greater technological challenge than the recently adopted amendments do. To put it into perspective, the last revision of the NOx standard for 2010 heavy-duty diesel engines was one of the most technology forcing emission standards ever adopted by EPA and ARB. Compliance required development of a completely new catalyst working in concert with newly developed particulate filters, a urea dosing system that had to closely track the amount of engine-out NOx in the tailpipe that varies greatly under different driving conditions and integration of an advanced and complex engine exhaust gas recirculation system – all while maintaining minimal impact on fuel consumption. Despite all this, heavy-duty diesel engine manufacturers stepped up to this unprecedented challenge and successfully met the 2010 NOx standards. There is no reason to expect that they can’t rise to the present standards with flying colors.

In addition to being feasible, California regulators determined that the standards provide net societal benefits. According to CARB staff’s thorough assessment, the monetized health benefits of the NOx emissions reductions are eight times greater than the costs of compliance, primarily as a result of the significant prevention of nearly 3,900 premature deaths.\(^{19}\) As well, though the lifecycle cost increase of buying a new, cleaner diesel truck meeting the 0.02 g/bhp-hr proposed standard ranges from about 5 to 9 percent, depending on the truck size and model year, this is unlikely to be a barrier to many businesses purchasing new trucks, particularly given the financial assistance provided by the state to defray upfront cost.

\(^{18}\) *Id.* at V-5.

\(^{19}\) *Id.* at V-11, Table V-4 and IX-49, Table IX-33.
Given the health burdens that New Jersey’s environmental justice communities have already faced for too long, putting the trucks emitting diesel pollution into their air on a decarbonization pathway that dramatically reduces harmful emissions in the near-term is a moral imperative. California’s ACT Rule and its newly updated NOx Rule work together to migrate the trucking industry in a zero-emissions direction while reducing the harm to public health caused by trucks that will not be able to go emissions-free in the near term – saving thousands of lives. Both rules have been shown, through rigorous analysis, to be extremely beneficial to populations and feasible for industry. We encourage New Jersey’s DEP to align its approach with California’s successful work in these areas, and thank the Department for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

Mary Barber
CLEAN TRUCKS, BIG BUCKS
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The California Air Resources Board (CARB) has proposed new zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) requirements through its Advanced Clean Trucks (ACT) proceeding. Under the revised proposal released April 28, 2020, the regulation would require about 60 percent of new medium- and heavy-duty trucks sold in California to be ZEVs by 2035.

This report evaluates the proposed rule using the California Energy Policy Simulator (EPS). First, we provide an independent check of the conclusions reached in CARB’s regulatory analysis. We modify key variables in the California EPS, drawing on the evidence CARB has collected and find that the effects of the proposed rule are similar to those found in CARB’s analysis. Local and global air pollution benefits are almost indistinguishable, as shown in Table ES-1. The California EPS finds the proposed rule saves $7.3 billion through 2040 compared to the $6.0 billion CARB estimates; variations in how the models treat vehicle cost largely explain this difference.\(^1\) Importantly, savings will continue to accrue beyond 2040, so these findings should be viewed as conservative.

This research also investigates the effects of a lower battery cost assumption than that underlying CARB’s analysis. Battery costs have plunged 87 percent since 2010, and forecasts point to continuing cost reductions (Henze 2019). Battery cost explains most of the cost difference between electric and internal combustion engine vehicles, so it is an important input assumption. CARB’s modeling projects that batteries for medium- and heavy-duty trucks will cost more than batteries for passenger vehicles. We identify research indicating that future truck battery prices are unlikely to be as high as expected in CARB’s analysis. When the proposed rule is evaluated using lower battery cost assumptions, the California EPS finds total savings increase by $5 billion to more than $12 billion through 2040.

EMISSIONS ANALYSIS

Cleaner air and public health benefits for Californians suffering from some of the nation’s worst air quality are the primary goals of the rule. The truck rule is also an important step in the evolution of California’s climate strategy. Table ES-1 shows similar reductions in nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions as well as carbon pollution, i.e., carbon dioxide equivalent (CO\(_2\)e), in results found by the California EPS and CARB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CARB’s analysis</th>
<th>California EPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOx emissions reductions</td>
<td>58,000 tons</td>
<td>60,000 tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO(_2)e emissions reductions</td>
<td>17.3 MMT of CO(_2)e</td>
<td>17.6 MMT of CO(_2)e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: California EPS and CARB (2020c)

\(^1\) All monetary results are calculated in 2018 dollars.
Air quality improvements from the proposed rule are projected to deliver $8.9 billion in public health benefits, including 943 premature deaths avoided through 2040.²

**ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY**

Evaluation using the California EPS finds the proposed ACT rule generates more than $7 billion in savings, a figure roughly $1 billion higher than CARB’s estimate. The difference is largely due to CARB’s inclusion of the financing costs associated with vehicle purchases. The California EPS does not include financing charges, instead representing vehicle costs as lump sum purchases in the year in which they take place.

CARB’s analysis assumes there will be a five-year delay in translating reductions in passenger car battery costs to the truck battery market. This report discusses research suggesting that the larger battery packs needed for medium- and heavy-duty trucks could offer a cost advantage over the smaller batteries needed for passenger vehicles, making it likely that battery prices for trucks will more closely track those for cars. To evaluate the implications, we develop an alternative forecast for truck battery costs based on a two-year delay, with associated results labeled “lower battery costs” in Table ES-2 and throughout this report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total savings (2018 $s)</th>
<th>CARB assessment</th>
<th>EPS results</th>
<th>EPS results (lower battery costs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5.9 billion</td>
<td>$7.3 billion</td>
<td>$12 billion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: California EPS and CARB (2020c)

Figure ES-1 shows the progression of direct impacts with costs shown below and savings above the $0 line.³ Savings on fuel and maintenance plus Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) revenue far exceed higher manufacturing costs (for new vehicles) and infrastructure costs (for charging). Fuel savings are attributable to the lower cost of powering zero-emission trucks with electricity compared to diesel, while LCFS revenue represents the value stream available to electric trucks owners.

Figure ES-1 provides results in undiscounted terms, as saving and cost results are reported in CARB’s analysis. We also provide results in terms of net present value, using the 5 percent rate that CARB employs in evaluating effects on a total cost of ownership basis.⁴ CARB intends this method of valuation to be representative of the method a fleet owner would use in comparing different technology options.

---

² See Table II-2 in CARB 2020c.

³ The figure is formatted to parallel Figure IV-4: Total Estimated Direct Costs of Proposed Updates Relative to the BAU Baseline (CARB 2020c).

⁴ The total cost of ownership analysis is found in Appendix H (CARB 2019b).
Table ES-3 presents undiscounted and discounted perspectives and adds a new metric to results: average cost per avoided ton of CO$_2$e. We calculate average cost as total savings through 2040 divided by emissions reductions expected from the proposed rule through 2040.

**Table ES-3. Total savings calculated as average cost and present value (2018 $s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EPS results with CARB battery costs</th>
<th>EPS results with lower battery costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total savings</td>
<td>Average savings per avoided ton of CO$_2$e$^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Undiscounted</strong></td>
<td>$7.3 billion</td>
<td>$414 per metric ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discounted (5%)</strong></td>
<td>$6.3 billion</td>
<td>$358 per metric ton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: California EPS and CARB (2020c)

While trends indicate that electric trucks ultimately will become less expensive to purchase than their conventional counterparts, electric trucks will have an additional upfront purchase cost in the earlier years of the proposed rule’s implementation. While these costs will be more than offset over the lifetime of the vehicle by the fuel savings electric trucks provide, policymakers should develop new financing options to counterbalance the upfront cost difference and encourage broad uptake, particularly for small businesses without access to attractive financing terms. Fuel savings and other lower operating costs create an opportunity to arrange loan payback terms that align well with normal fleet business operations.
The value of good lung health looms especially large at this moment, as humanity battles a global pandemic with higher death rates in regions with more air pollution. The California EPS finds the proposed rule would eliminate significant quantities of smog-causing pollution, while also offering cost-effective reductions in climate pollution. Californians are particularly aware of the importance of climate change mitigation, having endured increasing dislocation and damage from wildfires supercharged by global warming. This research presents notable evidence of economic opportunity created by faster ZEV adoption. Technological innovation has opened up new opportunities for policy to achieve progress on multiple environmental and economic goals at the same time.
INTRODUCTION

This report provides an independent evaluation of the California Air Resources Board’s (CARB) proposed Advanced Clean Trucks (ACT) rule, which would institute zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) requirements for medium- and heavy-duty trucks starting in 2024.

First and foremost, the proposed rule is a public health measure. Californians suffer from some of the nation’s worst air pollution. Residents of Los Angeles are burdened with the country’s worst smog, and seven of the ten nation’s smoggiest cities are in California (American Lung Association 2020). Medium- and heavy-duty trucks are a major source of smog. Electric trucks, the leading advanced technology, also reduce the carbon pollution that causes climate change. The energy efficiency advantage of electric vehicles (EVs) and the relatively light carbon footprint of the state’s electricity supply mean grid-connected EVs emit 75 percent fewer heat-trapping gases than diesel trucks today. These benefits will grow over time as the state converts to a zero-emission electricity grid by 2040 as required by Senate Bill 100.

To carry out the research for this report, we developed a customized version of the California Energy Policy Simulator (EPS), an open-source, quantitative model for policy analysis. Two research questions motivated the analysis.

Research question #1: How do the impact estimates obtained from the California EPS compare to CARB’s findings when inputs are modified to parallel the evidentiary record developed through the ACT process?

To answer the first research question, we draw on a significant body of evidence, including new research that CARB conducted to support effective policy design. The regulatory analysis assumes a five-year lag before declines evident in the light-duty vehicle battery market are translated to the battery market for medium- or heavy-duty trucks. We consider it likely that battery-electric storage will be more affordable than is assumed in CARB’s regulatory analysis, forming the basis for the second research question.

Research question #2: How would results change if the cost of battery-electric storage for trucks is assumed to be closer to the cost of batteries in the light-duty market, specifically if a two-year delay as compared to the light-duty vehicle market is assumed rather than a five-year delay?

Comparing California EPS and CARB results, findings on emissions benefits are essentially indistinguishable and monetary saving estimates are also similar. Therefore, on the first research question, our research validates the regulatory analysis. California EPS results demonstrate that the analytical inputs developed to support the regulatory proceeding produce the depicted effects when tested through a separate modeling framework. On the second research question,
when results are re-evaluated using lower battery costs, total savings amount to more than $12 billion through 2040, an increase in total savings of about $5 billion.

**REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROPOSED RULE**

The proposed rule seeks to “accelerate the widespread adoption of [ZEVs] in the medium- and heavy-duty truck sector.” The core compliance mechanism is a minimum performance standard for ZEVs as a percentage of each major truck manufacturer’s new sales in California.

CARB’s original ACT proposal was released in October 2019. A Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory analysis concluded that the anticipated savings and the requirements of the statewide goal of carbon neutrality by 2045 call for consideration of more ambitious standards (McCall and Phadke 2019).

The revised rule currently under consideration, released on April 28, 2020, and referred to in this report simply as the “proposed rule,” sets stronger standards. The original proposal would have ended the program in 2030, while the proposal rule extends the schedule while also ramping up the targeted rate of improvement, as illustrated in Figure 1.

*Figure 1. Zero emission requirements for trucks, proposed rule and original proposal*

![Graph showing ZEV requirements for trucks over time.](source: CARB (2019a, 2020a))

Figure 1 reflects an assumption that vehicle sales occur as in the sales forecast in CARB’s regulatory analysis. Some assumptions must be made to calculate the overall market requirement in any given year because the proposed rule would set different requirements for different types of trucks.

---

6 Quoting from page ES-1 of the *Initial Statement of Reasons* [CARB 2019a].

7 The initial staff proposal [CARB 2019a, Table IX-2] gives annual sales by vehicle category from 2024 to 2030. To calculate the weighted average ZEV requirements, we found the average share of sales for each class over the 2024-2030 period and assumed these are the shares each year from 2024 to 2035.
Rule requirements are based on different classes of trucks and their relative readiness for the transition to ZEVs. Table 1 lists ZEV performance requirements in the proposed rule.

**Table 1. Annual requirements in the proposed rule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model year</th>
<th>Class 2b-3</th>
<th>Class 4-8</th>
<th>Class 7-8 tractors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2026</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2027</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2028</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2029</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2031</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2032</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2033</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2034</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2035</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CARB (2020a)

To model the policy in the California EPS, we translated the three principal groupings of truck types in CARB’s analysis, those listed in Table 1, into the medium- and heavy-duty types of freight trucks designated in the California EPS. Table 2 provides details of the reclassification, defining heavy-duty trucks as equal to CARB’s “class 7-8 tractor” group and including all others in the medium-duty category.

**Table 2: CARB truck types mapped to EPS truck types**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trucks in CARB’s modeling</th>
<th>Trucks in California EPS modeling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 2b-3</td>
<td>Medium-duty truck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 4-8</td>
<td>Medium-duty truck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 7-8 tractor</td>
<td>Heavy-duty truck</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several flexibility mechanisms are embedded in program design to encourage cost-effectiveness. One example is that the rule’s requirements automatically adjust to market conditions depending on the distribution of new sales across different types of trucks. Another example is the credit trading market envisioned to work in a manner similar to the existing light-duty vehicle mandate. Manufacturers that exceed minimum requirements earn surplus credits they can bank

---

8 For closer alignment with terminology familiar to policymakers and participants in the ACT proceeding, this report uses the term “medium-duty trucks” for what EPS terminology normally refers to as “light duty vehicle – freight” conveyances. School buses and two of the other bus categories covered by the proposed rule are included in the medium-duty vehicle category. Typically, buses are tracked separately in the EPS framework.
for future use or sell to other manufacturers. The possibility of accruing the valuable commodity of surplus credits encourages manufacturers with the most competitive technology to go beyond minimum requirements.

**BATTERY COST EXPECTATIONS**

EVs have long been recognized as much more energy efficient than vehicles with internal combustion engines. In times past, higher upfront purchase costs overwhelmed this fuel economy advantage of EVs. Despite recent cost declines and performance advances, batteries still account for most of the cost difference between electric and conventional vehicles.

Battery cost has dropped by 87 percent in real terms since 2010, to $156/kilowatt-hour (kWh) ([Henze 2019](#)). Most technology analysts expect that battery costs will continue to fall due to continued learning by doing, economies of scale with existing technologies, and development of new chemistries. For example, in the run-up to publication of this report, reports surfaced that Tesla and partners would soon announce the crossing of a new affordability threshold, thanks to an innovative cobalt-free lithium iron phosphate battery, suggesting that battery packs at a cost below $80 per kWh may soon be available ([Shirouzu and Lienert 2020](#)).

Because of these battery trends, the cost to purchase electric cars is expected to fall and reach cost parity with the purchase price of conventional passenger vehicles over the next few years. By 2028 at the latest, ICCT expects all electric passenger vehicles to cost less to purchase than their fossil-fueled equivalents in the United States. On a total cost of ownership basis, EVs already cost less under some circumstances.

CARB’s regulatory analysis assumes that the cost of batteries for trucks will be higher than for cars or SUVs, i.e., the light-duty vehicle market. Specifically, future prices are expected to follow the same trend as observed in the light-duty vehicle market using Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) cost analysis and projections, except on a five-year delay. So, the 2020 price would be expected to equal the light-duty vehicle price from 2015. In 2021, the price of battery packs for trucks would equal the light-duty price from 2016, and so on. Other than the indication that this assumption was suggested by industry stakeholders, we see no basis for taking this analytical approach.

---

9 See Lutsey ([2019](#)), Figure 4.

10 For example, at the average price for regular unleaded gas in California in 2019 ($3.60 per gallon according to the US Energy Information Administration), and otherwise using the default assumptions in Pacific Gas & Electric’s EV calculator, five-year savings amount to $692 for a GM Bolt over a Honda Insight Touring; the Kia Soul electric saves $5,296 over the Kia Soul gasoline-fueled model; and the Hyundai Ioniq electric saves $7,809 over the Hyundai Ioniq gasoline-fueled model. These comparisons include consumer incentives of $2,800 for the Bolt and $10,300 for the Soul and Ioniq model. Also see Wappelhorst et al. ([2020](#)).

11 Regulatory documentation states: “At the December 4th, 2018 [ACT] workgroup meeting, a number of manufacturers suggested we use light-duty battery prices with a five-year delay to reflect battery-price projections that are applicable to heavy-duty vehicles,” ([CARB 2019a](#)), page IX 9-10.
In Figure 2 below\textsuperscript{12}, the curve labeled “5-yr LD delay” shows the future cost scenario for truck batteries used in CARB’s evaluation of the proposed rule. The curve representing trends in battery costs for light-duty vehicles is labeled “Historic LD Battery Prices.”

\textbf{Figure 2. Battery cost expectations in CARB’s regulatory analysis\textsuperscript{12}}

We note the existence of an engineering reason to expect that truck batteries will be less expensive on an energy-equivalent basis than batteries for electric cars. An ICCT report explains: “A decreasing pack-to-cell ratio with increasing pack capacity is assumed, meaning larger battery packs (e.g., for 250-mile range SUV) have lower per-kilowatt-hour pack costs.”\textsuperscript{13} Such engineering-based economies of scale are why the ICCT report forecasts that SUV batteries will cost about 10 percent less than compact car batteries by 2030.\textsuperscript{14}

The same dynamics leading ICCT to expect that larger battery packs within the light duty market will cost less should also factor into battery pack pricing for medium- and heavy-duty trucks. The average medium- or heavy-duty truck battery will be larger capacity than the average light duty vehicle. We also note that the battery cells at the heart of battery-electric storage are not use-specific. On the other hand, with respect to the size of battery market in terms of number of units, light duty will always dwarf the medium- and heavy-duty scale of the light duty market, which is a factor putting upward pressure on cost from the perspective of production economies of scale.

\textsuperscript{12} This figure is “Figure IX-3: Battery Price History and Projections,” on page IX-10 in CARB (2019\textsuperscript{a}).

\textsuperscript{13} See Lutsey (2019) page 5. For more information, see footnote 6 on the same page, which cites Safoutin et al. (2018).

\textsuperscript{14} See Lutsey (2019), Table 2, which shows the cost of SUV batteries dropping faster than compact car batteries over the 2018-2030 period. SUV batteries fall from 175 to 165 $/kWh and compact car batteries fall from 177 to 173 $/kWh.
On balance, we consider it likely battery costs for medium- and heavy-duty electric trucks more closely track the light duty market. As detailed further below, we also estimate results for the lower battery costs that were obtained on a two-year lag instead of the five-year delay in CARB’s evaluation.

METHODS

The California EPS is a quantitative tool for evaluating the economic, environmental, and health impacts of energy policies. For this research, we developed a customized version of the California EPS by reprogramming dozens of key transportation-related variables in the model to align with evidence developed in the regulatory record.

We devoted particular attention to properly calibrating the model to capture the effect of the policy on new truck sales in California. Emissions effects in this report are calculated for the Assembly Bill 32 (2006) “boundary,” i.e., reflecting emissions covered in the state’s annual emission inventory. To correctly capture these effects, the model tracks overall truck miles driven by a broader set of vehicles, including trucks purchased out of state and later registered in California.

The research developed separate medium- and heavy-duty vehicle models to analyze the impacts of the proposed rule. Running these two customized models allows for more precise calibration of input variables for key variable differences between medium- and heavy-duty trucks, such as battery size.

For example, analyzing the effect of the proposed rule on heavy-duty trucks is a simple matter of setting the strength of the policy to reach 55 percent in 2035 as well as aligning the EPS policy schedule to match the year-over-year changes. Calibrating the policy for heavy-duty trucks is the most straightforward calculation because it corresponds to a single category in CARB’s analysis, class 7-8 tractors. The medium-duty category requires blending truck classes kept separate in CARB’s analysis. Input variables are found as the weighted average of California new truck sales in different classes. The input data files and program code to run the model are open-source resources, available here.

THE CALIFORNIA EPS

The EPS is a systems dynamics model combining elements of economic models, namely price responsiveness and other incentive effects, with engineering models and offering detailed technology specifications. The California EPS is an open-source model, accessible either through a web interface or the Vensim code, with freely downloadable input data.15 Appendix B provides more details about input variable modifications and methodology used for this study.

15 Web application address: https://california.energypolicy.solutions/. Download the Vensim model and input data at this address: https://california.energypolicy.solutions/docs/. Additional documentation found in Busch and Orvis (2020).
The California EPS accounts for “stock” and “flow” dynamics needed to track the evolution of California’s truck fleet over time. “Stocks” are variables whose values are carried forward from one time-step to the next. “Flows” are variables that increase or decrease stock levels. For this report, the number of trucks carried forward into the next year are the stock variables of interest and the purchase of new trucks or the retirement of trucks are flows of interest. The California EPS’s capital stock and flow modeling capabilities allows for year-by-year resolution on variables such as the number of vehicles, the fuels that power them, their fuel efficiency, for the stock of trucks as well as for new sales and retirements.

DEFINING THE BASELINE AND PROPOSED RULE SCENARIOS

Policy evaluation is carried out with the California EPS by comparing two policy scenarios. Scenarios, driven by user-defined policy settings, are used to produce economy-wide representations of technology use, energy use, and travel demand. These and other outputs offer a complete picture of energy, emissions, and energy-related spending (covering private spending on capital, fuel, other operational and maintenance expenses, and impacts on government budgets through new spending or revenue). Together, the outputs of each EPS scenario provide a comprehensive, economy-wide accounting of direct expenditure effects, tracking cost categories quite similar to those considered in CARB’s analysis.

The ACT impact evaluation results below are calculated by comparing energy use, emissions, and a range of costs in the form of a Proposed Rule Scenario and a Baseline Scenario, in which assumptions are fully aligned with CARB’s. These scenarios compare energy use, emissions, and costs under two different possible futures.

The first research question is informed by comparing emissions with and without the proposed rule, comparing emissions in the Proposed Rule Scenario with those in the Baseline Scenario. The second research question—considering the effect of a two-year lag—is informed by comparing the Lower Battery Cost Scenario with the Baseline Scenario. Key details of each scenario follow.

**Baseline Scenario**

As in CARB’s analysis, the Baseline Scenario supposes no ACT rule is implemented. Under these circumstances, the Baseline Scenario includes the effects of the existing Low Carbon Fuel Standard as well as existing tailpipe pollutant standards that apply to trucks through 2027. Trends in sales of new medium- and heavy-duty trucks in California are based on data from the state’s EMFAC model, including a small number of electric medium-duty trucks. There is no uptake of electric heavy-duty trucks in the Baseline Scenario. The carbon intensity of electricity is lowered over time in accordance with the Senate Bill 100 requirement for 60 percent renewable energy by 2030 and 100 percent carbon-free electricity by 2045.

---


17 The name “EMFAC” is derived from the term “EMission FACtor.” The EMFAC model web address is [https://arb.ca.gov/emfac/emissions-inventory](https://arb.ca.gov/emfac/emissions-inventory)
**Proposed Rule Scenario**

The Proposed Rule Scenario reflects the compliance requirements and schedule shown in Table 1 above. Having calibrated the model to California truck sales, it is straightforward to represent the proposed policy in the California EPS using the model’s minimum EV sales policy lever. The policy works in the model just as it is formulated in the proposed rule, through the ramping up of future shares of new electric truck sales. CARB’s analysis assumes that the value of LCFS credits created through truck electrification accrues to owners and is based on an assumed LCFS credit price of $125 per metric ton. LCFS prices have been above $150 per ton since June 2018. This assumption likely undervalues this future stream of revenue, but may be appropriate given the lack of a minimum price for LCFS credits.

Based at least in part on an industry recommendation, CARB’s evaluation assumes that the cost of truck batteries will lag five years behind batteries for the light-duty market. This scenario maintains that assumption.

**Lower Battery Cost Scenario**

This scenario’s reasoning is discussed in the section above titled “Battery Cost Expectations.” Specifically, the Lower Battery Cost Scenario tests the implications of the cost of medium- and heavy-duty truck batteries lagging light-duty vehicle batteries by two years instead of by five years, as CARB’s evaluation assumes. In this scenario, the trend of falling costs observed empirically to date in light-duty vehicles translates less sluggishly into price reductions in batteries for electric trucks.

**DIFFERENCES WITH CARB’S MODELING**

This discussion of differences between the California EPS methodology and CARB’s methodology begins with some macro observations before moving on to explain specific differences relevant to results.

At a high level, the main difference between CARB’s analysis of the proposed rule and the California EPS modeling pertains to scope. The California EPS is a single, economy-wide model. CARB’s modeling includes specialized, transportation-specific models that are combined, also known as an integrated assessment approach.

CARB’s transportation sector models better capture the full range of complexity across many different types of trucks. The EPS is much simpler because it allows for just two types of freight trucks, medium- and heavy-duty. More specialized models at the sector level will always have the capacity to capture more detail within their respective domains than is possible in a multi-sector, economy-wide context.

---


19 “At the December 4th, 2018 [ACT] IX-10 workgroup meeting, a number of manufacturers suggested we use light-duty battery prices with a five-year delay to reflect battery-price projections that are applicable to heavy-duty vehicles,” (CARB 2019a), page IX 9-10.
From these high-level structural contrasts, we pivot to discuss specific modeling differences driving differences in results. The time and resources available to complete this study in a timeframe relevant to the policy process precluded precisely matching every aspect of CARB’s modeling.

Manufacturing cost refers to changes in vehicle cost. CARB selected this nomenclature to be transparent about the simplifying choice made to ignore the issue of profit margins, which can vary significantly across vehicle classes. Manufacturing costs for the proposed rule are greater in CARB’s results, driven by two factors, financing costs and whether or not innovation in batteries continues past 2030.

On the first factor, the California EPS includes no financing costs, instead representing vehicle costs as lump sum purchases in the year in which they take place. CARB’s analysis adds financing charges assuming a five-year loan for vehicle purchasers.

On the second factor, in CARB’s analysis, technological innovation freezes in 2030. This means that in CARB’s analysis battery costs stop falling in cost after 2030 and, by extension, electric truck costs remain constant in 2031 and later years. In the California EPS, innovation and falling battery costs are expected to continue in 2031 and beyond, albeit at an exponentially slower rate as the technology matures.

Technology innovation in the California EPS is modeled using empirically derived learning curves. In fact, to project future battery prices, the California EPS uses the same method as BNEF. Future cost reductions are based on the historical learning rate, derived as the mathematical relationship between reductions in cost and the growth in installed capacity of a new technology. In the case of batteries, each doubling of globally installed capacity reduces costs by 18 percent (BNEF 2017). Innovation-related declines in battery costs continue during the 2030s in California EPS modeling, though at a slower pace as the technology matures. Appendix B includes a graphic illustrating the battery cost pathways underlying in results obtained by CARB in comparison to those in California EPS results.

**RESULTS OF CALIFORNIA EPS EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED RULE**

Pollution reduction and economic impact results are similar to those found in the regulatory analysis under modeling with the California EPS using CARB’s future battery cost estimates. Therefore, on the first research question, this work corroborates that inputs embedded in the regulatory record lead to the conclusions vis-à-vis environmental and economic benefits portrayed in CARB’s analysis.

---

20 This is not stated explicitly in the analysis. We understand this to be the case because of the nomenclature in Table IX-7: ZEV Price Forecast. The right-most column of that table is labeled “2030+ MY [model year],” implying prices remain constant in later years.
EMISSIONS BENEFITS

Clean air and public health benefits are the rule’s primary goal. The California EPS finds the rule would reduce emissions of smog-causing NOx by almost 60,000 tons by 2040. This finding is similar to CARB’s estimate that the rule would avoid more than 58,000 tons of NOx emissions. CARB estimates air quality improvements from the proposed rule will deliver $8.9 billion in public health benefits, including 943 premature deaths avoided.\(^\text{21}\)

The truck rule is also an important step in the evolution of California’s climate strategy. Innovation in EVs coupled with the state’s commitment to carbon neutrality make transportation an important target for building out the policy apparatus necessary to fulfill the state’s visionary commitments. The California EPS estimates that the proposed rule would reduce climate pollution by 17.6 MMT of CO\(_2\)e, compared to reductions of 17.3 MMT of CO\(_2\)e in CARB’s assessment.

Table 3 presents results, from both CARB’s analysis and this study, for emissions reductions through 2040 for NOx and CO\(_2\)e. Figure 3 graphs the same results on an annual basis.

**Table 3. Air quality and climate benefits from the proposed ACT rule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CARB’s assessment</th>
<th>EPS result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOx (oxides of nitrogen) emission reductions through 2040</td>
<td>58,000 tons</td>
<td>60,000 tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO(_2)e (carbon dioxide equivalent) emission reductions through 2040</td>
<td>17.3 MMT of CO(_2)e</td>
<td>17.6 MMT of CO(_2)e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: California EPS and CARB (2020b)

**Figure 3. Avoided emissions of NOx and CO\(_2\)e**

\(^{21}\) See Table II-2 in Appendix C (CARB 2020c).
**ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY**

Cutting-edge research has demonstrated that electric trucks’ fuel economy advantage is even greater in city driving—about five to seven times more efficient than diesel trucks—than was previously understood (CARB 2018). CARB is cautious in translating these findings to average energy efficiency advantage for electric trucks. The regulatory analysis sets the estimated energy efficiency advantage, technically the energy efficiency ratio, at 3.4 – 3.8 for battery electric trucks compared to diesel trucks, up from the value of 2.7 that had been estimated using much more limited data in 2007. Given recent findings, future work may well show the fuel efficiency advantage of electric trucks to be still greater.

While in the past the energy efficiency advantages of EVs were overshadowed by vehicle cost differences, rapid technological progress and economies of scale in batteries mean a new era has dawned. Transportation electrification now presents an economic opportunity, as evidenced by the results of this study.

Evaluation using the California EPS finds total savings of over $7 billion when using CARB’s battery cost forecast for medium- and heavy-duty trucks. This estimate is comparable to CARB’s estimate of approximately $6 billion in savings. When the California EPS is re-programmed for the Lower Battery Cost Scenario, total savings increase by about $5 billion, growing to more than $12 billion in total through 2040.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total savings* (2018 $s)</th>
<th>CARB’s assessment</th>
<th>EPS results</th>
<th>EPS results (lower battery costs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5.9 billion</td>
<td>$7.3 billion</td>
<td>$12 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next we define several terms used in the detailed, annual results on added costs and savings that follow in Figures 4 and 5. Some of the terminology used is explained by their labels themselves—such as “Fuel Cost” and “Maintenance”—while others merit definition. “Manufacturer cost” refers to changes in vehicle cost. This term is used because CARB’s analysis looks at changes in the cost to produce a vehicle but does not attempt to define manufacturer and dealer profit margins.

---

22 Total savings are defined as the sum of direct economic effects, positive and negative, referred to as “Total Economic Costs and Savings” in CARB’s regulatory analysis. These are undiscounted results. All monetary results in this report are given in undiscounted 2018 dollars.

23 See Table IV-8 in Appendix C (CARB 2020c).

24 CARB’s discussion of the aforementioned Figure IV-4 (CARB 2020c) may also prove useful in clarifying terms.
“LCFS (low carbon fuel standard) revenue” refers to a stream of revenue expected for ZEV truck owners. We follow CARB’s convention in tracking LCFS revenue as an economic benefit. From another perspective, LCFS revenue might be considered a transfer from one party to another.

The “Infrastructure” category refers to the cost of installing charging infrastructure and related electrical system upgrades. The “Midlife” category includes added costs of battery replacements for some trucks and accounts for expected resale differences. The “Other” category includes changes to government fees, covering registration, sales, and excise taxes.

Figures 4 and 5 show the annual flow of costs (below the $0 line) and benefits (above $0 line) over time. These figures use the same labeling as in CARB’s presentation of results.25

Figure 4. Total savings (CARB battery costs)

![Diagram showing annual savings](source: California EFS)

---

25 See “Figure IV-4: Total Estimated Direct Costs of Proposed Updates Relative to the BAU Baseline” in Appendix C (CARB 2020c).
A comparison of Figure 4 above and the analogous figure from CARB’s analysis shows that after 2030, CARB’s results show a higher EV premium, labeled “manufacturer costs.” In California EPS results, the impact in the manufacturer cost category reaches a maximum of $410 million in 2035. In CARB’s results, as Table IX-8 shows, manufacturer costs increase each year, reaching a maximum of $836 million in the last year modeled, 2040. The subsection above entitled “Differences with CARB’s Modeling” explains two key factors driving this difference, namely:

1. CARB’s analysis adds financing costs associated with purchases, and
2. CARB’s analysis truncates innovation in 2030 whereas innovation continues at a slower rate in California EPS modeling.

Results have so far been given in undiscounted terms, following the approach used in CARB’s analysis. We also provide results in terms of net present value, using the 5 percent rate that CARB employs in evaluating effects on a total cost of ownership basis. CARB intends this method of valuation to be representative of the method a fleet owner would use in comparing different technology options.

---

26 See Figure IV-4: Total Estimated Direct Costs of Proposed Updates Relative to the BAU Baseline in (CARB 2020c).
27 See Table IV-8: Total Estimated Direct Incremental Costs of Proposed Updates Relative to the BAU Baseline in (CARB 2020c).
28 The total cost of ownership analysis is found in Appendix H (CARB 2019b).
Table 5 presents average cost per avoided ton of CO₂e, calculated as total savings divided by cumulative emission reductions expected from the proposed rule. The results are calculated through 2040 for both the numerator and denominator of this metric. In addition, Table 5 presents average savings per ton, as well as the undiscounted and total savings estimates in present value terms, calculated with a 5 percent discount rate.

**Table 5. Total savings and average savings, with and without discounting (2018 $s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EPS results with CARB battery costs</th>
<th>EPS results with lower battery costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total savings</td>
<td>Average savings per avoided ton of CO₂e*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Undiscounted</strong></td>
<td>$7.3 billion</td>
<td>$414 per metric ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discounted (5%)</strong></td>
<td>$6.3 billion</td>
<td>$358 per metric ton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: California EPS and CARB (2020c)

* Average cost is calculated as total savings divided by the sum of emissions reductions through 2040.

**DISCUSSION**

**MYRIAD MARKET FAILURES NECESSITATE ADOPTION OF THE PROPOSED RULE**

Clear indications of greater battery innovation in the pipeline signal that electric cars and SUVs will cost less to produce than petroleum-fueled competitors in the coming years. In light of the increasingly compelling economics, some readers of this study may wonder why government action is necessary. Some might imagine that the “invisible hand” of the market will deliver electric trucks. What would be missing from such an analysis is the oil industry’s lock on California’s transportation fueling system.

Despite the increasingly clear economic potential, existing policy and market momentum are likely insufficient on their own to deliver optimal change. Even in normal times, myriad market failures create a type of inertia strongly favoring the current dominant fuel source, petroleum.

The uncertainty created by the current economic crisis creates a new drag on investment, and the amount of capital required to fund the transition is immense. A 2019 survey found automakers were planning over $400 billion in investments over five years to develop electric cars equipped with technology that automates much of the task of driving (Ewing 2019). In addition to technology development, costs include retooling factories and retraining workers.

---

29 See Lutsey (2019), Figure 4.

30 Per the Institute of Transportation Studies at the University of California, Davis: “There are many market failures and market conditions that riddle the energy system, many of them unique to transportation, that result in consumer and business decisions not in the best interest of society. These market conditions include network effects of additional coordination among fuel producers, vehicle manufacturers, and fuel distributors energy security externalities related to petroleum imports; long time horizons needed for investments in fuel infrastructure; the lack of fuel-on-fuel competition; the diffuse nature of biofuel industries; and the market power of oil companies and OPEC countries. Energy markets are particularly inefficient and ineffective at addressing end use technology efficiency and demand reduction,” (Yeh and Sperling 2013, page 1).
Absent government action, investment is almost guaranteed to be sub-optimally slow. Public policies, such as the proposed rule and complementary policies described next, are needed to condition the market and send the right signals that the requisite investments will pay off. Such policies are necessary to overcome uncertainties and other hurdles, in order to unlock investment at the required pace. The proposed rule and complementary policies will provide greater certainty vis-à-vis market demand, accelerating the requisite investments and pace of the transition to zero-emission trucks.

**ADDITIONAL SUPPORTIVE POLICIES NEEDED**

Turning from the market failures and conditions that necessitate the proposed rule, several other important actions are needed in addition to the proposed rule itself. Some of these supportive measures are already ongoing. For example, CARB is developing purchase requirement for fleets, a potentially important complementary policy associated with the proposed rule’s requirements for manufacturers.

Policies are needed to counterbalance transition costs, including charging infrastructure, as well as manufacturer cost. While electric trucks will probably become less expensive to purchase than their conventional counterparts, electric truck purchasers may face additional upfront purchase costs in the earlier years of the proposed rule’s implementation, starting in 2024. While these costs will be more than offset by the operating cost savings that electric trucks provide, policymakers should employ several measures to smooth the transition and mitigate potential distributive impacts. Such measures could include incentives and financing support as well as continued development of the measures and market mechanisms to make the most of the ability to shift charging or use vehicles as local sources of power. Workforce development programs and economic strategy to grow good jobs through expanding local supply chains are also important considerations for policymakers. We recognize, however, that the current economic and state budget crisis constrains the near-term funding outlook.

A rapid transition will introduce new coordination challenges, too, including complicated interactions with the electricity system. It will demand creative problem solving and investment in governance to make the transition a success. Having identified the payoff, we acknowledge that a transition to zero-emission trucks will not be effortless or even easy.

**BLIND SPOTS ON EQUITY**

We must acknowledge some limitations of this study. Equity has been an important pillar of California’s environmental policy for decades. For example, California’s Senate Bill 535 (2012) requires that disadvantaged communities receive at least 25 percent of funds earned at auctions of carbon cap-and-trade permits.

The California EPS is a state-level model that does not currently estimate community-level impacts. Public health impacts of local air pollutants are tightly linked to local concentrations. The results presented here do not shed light on matters of environmental justice, except to the extent that intergenerational equity issues are embedded in climate policy. Further, while the
EPS is able to differentiate impacts for consumers, industry, and government, results do not offer visibility into effects on people in different income groups. The findings in this report add little in the way of insights on how income inequality or other aspects of economic fairness would be affected.

Since disadvantaged communities suffer disproportionately large harms from air pollution, we suspect that the proposed ACT rule will provide the greatest health benefits in disadvantaged communities. This hypothesis and other urgent equity concerns deserve rapid evaluation, to allow for policy design adjustments before program requirements begin in earnest in 2024.

CONCLUSION
This report explains the results of customizing the California EPS for evaluation of the proposed ACT rule. Results obtained using the California EPS and documented in this report independently corroborate CARB’s regulatory analysis of the proposed ACT rule.

The proposal would bring relief to millions of Californians suffering from some of the nation’s worst air quality. While better local air quality air is the primary motivation, the proposed rule would be a significant step in the direction of carbon neutrality in the transportation sector.

The economic benefits anticipated from the proposed rule were estimated to be significant in both CARB’s regulatory analysis and California EPS modeling. We find total savings of more than $7 billion using CARB’s battery cost assumptions or $6.3 billion with a 5 percent discount rate. Undiscounted savings increase by about $5 billion to $12 billion when the analysis is run with lower future battery costs.

The proposed ACT rule is a significant step toward a healthier, more sustainable, lower-cost, clean energy future. While the potential is clear and the vision compelling, the transition to advanced transportation technologies is far from guaranteed. The successful transformation envisioned will require supportive complementary policies, and more research is needed to understand equity impacts outside the scope of the California EPS. Creating change is always harder than giving into inertia, and the road ahead will certainly serve up speed bumps. But it is also clear that technology innovation is opening up an opportunity to build a lower-cost, healthier transportation system, served by zero-emission medium- and heavy-duty trucks.
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APPENDIX A. COMPARISON OF FORECAST VS. ACTUAL BATTERY COSTS

The body of this paper documents historical changes in the cost of battery storage. This appendix shows how battery cost predictions have underestimated the pace at which battery cost falls.

BNEF has been at the leading edge of anticipating rapid technological progress in battery storage technologies. Figure A-1 shows that even BNEF’s battery cost forecasts have consistently underestimated future reductions. Figure A-1 presents a collection of battery cost forecasts assembled in 2014, including a 2012 forecast from BNEF, which projected a 2018 price for battery packs of over $400 per kWh. The actual price of battery packs in 2018, however, was $154 per kWh (Henze 2019).

**Figure A-1. Future battery cost expectations viewed from a 2014 perspective**

Research from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory offers further evidence that real-world declines in the cost of battery storage have outpaced expectations. Figure A-2 shows the expected cost trend in 2016 and 2019.

Source: Vishwanath and Kalyanaraman (2014)
Figure A-2 shows how 2019 expectations (solid lines) compare to 2016 expectations (dashed lines). The distinct reduction in future prices in the 2019 projection indicates that previous work underestimated the technological progress and cost improvements that occurred since 2016. Though Figure A-2 refers to utility-scale battery storage, the insights more broadly represent how analysts have consistently been too conservative in their projections. Time and again, battery cost outlooks have underestimated rapid declines in the cost of battery storage.
APPENDIX B. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON METHODS

Appendix B offers further description of our modeling approach using the California EPS (v1.4.3.2). We developed separate models for medium- and heavy-duty trucks to allow for more precise tailoring of input data. The model allows for specifying different electricity prices for each economic sector, but that means is applied to all transportation demand. The two-model approach allowed us to evaluate the impacts of the proposed rule using different electricity prices expected for medium- and heavy-duty trucks.

The standard version of the California EPS extends through the year 2030, but data inputs extend to 2050. Therefore, it was relatively straightforward to extend the model run to 2040 by changing the variable “Final Time.” The input data themselves—showing detailed source data and underlying calculations—are made available here as part of the open-source research. Note that the model download includes an “Input data.xls” file, which defines and helps new users locate variables.

Updates to the model input assumptions draw largely upon the Initial Statement of Reasons (CARB 2019a), Appendix C: Updated Cost Benefit-Analysis (2020c), Appendix D: Emissions Inventory Methods and Results (CARB 2020b), and Appendix H: Draft Advanced Clean Trucks Total Cost of Ownership Discussion Document (CARB 2019b).

MEDIUM-DUTY TRUCK INPUTS CALCULATED AS NEW-SALES WEIGHTED AVERAGE

For medium-duty vehicles, the analysis involved finding weighted average values as a function of new vehicle sales grouped by class. Calculation of battery size for medium-duty vehicles is presented as an example. The first step involves calculating sales for each class, drawing on data from Table IX-2: Estimated Number of Annual Sales per Vehicle Group (CARB 2019a). We arrive at proportions shown in Table B1.

Table B1. Shares of new sales by class of medium-duty truck

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle class</th>
<th>Proportion of new sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2b-3</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (CARB 2019a)31

31 CARB’s Table IX-2 provides these data for the 2024-2030 period. California EPS inputs are estimated assuming these shares are maintained over the remainder of the time series for this analysis, from 2031 to 2040. The analysis excludes the small number of class 8 vocational type trucks, as distinguished from class 8 tractors, because class 8 vocation vehicles are not covered in Appendix H (CARB 2019b), which provides inputs on several variables not otherwise represented in the California EPS structure, involving expenditure categories such as midlife and registration cost.
**BATTERY SIZE REQUIREMENTS**

The calculation of the new-sales-share weighted average for medium-duty trucks illustrates how values for different truck classes are synthesized. Table B2 lists the battery size requirements for electric trucks in CARB’s analysis.

The trend in battery size over time in CARB’s analysis is explained in the right-most column of Table B2. Battery sizes are time invariant in the California EPS. To align the inputs as much as possible, we develop a “Time-weighted average,” which collapses the information on battery size anticipated for that year (as annotated in the “Trend over time column”) according to the new-sales-share of EVs in each year. Combining these data with the class sales shares estimates in Table B1 yields an overall weighted average for the medium-duty category of 96 kWh.

**Table B2. Battery size requirements for truck classes in EPS medium-duty category**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Long</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Time-weighted average</th>
<th>Trend over time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classes 2b-3</td>
<td>55 kWh</td>
<td>80 kWh</td>
<td>67 kWh</td>
<td>&gt; 70% of sales to fleets-50% long range after 2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 30% of sales to individuals - all long range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes 4-5</td>
<td>135 kWh</td>
<td>200 kWh</td>
<td>161 kWh</td>
<td>100% normal range until 2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50% long range after 2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes 6-7</td>
<td>200 kWh</td>
<td>300 kWh</td>
<td>241 kWh</td>
<td>100% normal range until 2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50% long range after 2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-duty overall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>96 kWh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [CARB 2019a; 2020c]

The heavy-duty value can be directly drawn from the regulatory record because it was designed to correspond to CARB’s Class 7-8 Tractor group. Therefore, the California EPS’s heavy-duty truck battery size is estimated to be 400 kWh. The EPS values for medium- and heavy-duty truck battery sizes are shown in Table B3.

**Table B3. Battery size by EPS truck category**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Battery size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heavy-duty</td>
<td>400 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-duty</td>
<td>96 kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [CARB 2019a; 2020c]

**DETAILS OF FUTURE BATTERY COST SCENARIOS**

The California EPS includes mechanics to represent innovation for four emerging technologies—solar power generation, wind power generation, battery-electric storage, and carbon capture and sequestration. The basis for battery cost reductions in the California EPS relies on the concept of learning curves, which also lie at the heart of BNEF’s forecasts shown in Figure B1.
Learning curves refer to the cost reductions typically observed over time for new technologies, which occur due to the learning that comes with experience and the economies of scale that are achieved as production scales up.

The EPS’s endogenous innovation module represents the effect of innovation by delivering lower cost for equal performance. The research here uses the 18 percent learning rate BNEF has cited. Operationally, this learning rate is a reduction in cost applied with each doubling of global installed capacity, reflecting historical patterns. The rate of innovation over time is modeled as a function of business-as-usual deployment (i.e., BAU growth in installed capacity) as well as additional capacity installed due to model policy additions.

The only specific information given about the particular BNEF forecast used, other than the graphic from CARB’s analysis reproduced as Figure 2 in the body of this report, is a rather generic two-term description: Bloomberg 2018. We were unable to find more specific information about the origin or date of the Bloomberg data on trends. We approximate this input variable using information in the public domain, shown in Figure B1.

Using the annual values in Figure B1, it is straightforward to count backwards in time to the appropriate number of years—two to five years depending on the scenario—to identify the appropriate value for the start year. The California EPS requires only this initial value, because the value in future years is a function of the start year value and innovation effects due to learning calculated by the model. The model’s start year is 2017, which aligns with the most recent statewide inventory data available at the time of publication. In the five-year delay scenario, the 2017 start year uses the 2012 value, $707 per kWh. In the two-year delay scenario, the 2017 start year is based on the 2015 value of $373 per kWh. BNEF estimated the actual volume-weighted average price for battery packs to be $214 per kWh in 2017.

The battery cost scenarios used in California EPS analysis are shown in Figure B2 using light blue and green curves, respectively. In CARB’s modeling, there are no cost improvements associated with innovation after 2030. With innovation frozen, truck battery prices in CARB’s analysis hold constant in 2031 and later years. Figure B2 also graphs three historical values from the light-duty battery forecast.
NEW VEHICLE SALES IN CALIFORNIA

The proposed rule can only apply within state borders to new California sales. The model is not structured in anticipation of a significant inflow of motor vehicles from outside the model boundary. New vehicle sales is a critical driver of policy impacts because it sets off a cascade of fuel, emissions, and cost effects. CARB has invested significant effort to capture these dynamics. We handle this challenge by directly calibrating new vehicle sales in the EPS with California new sales in CARB’s analysis. The Initial Statement of Reasons (CARB 2019a) included year-by-year figures for new sales by class in California for the 2024-2030 period. Figure B3 graphs those data against annual sales in California EPS results obtained for this study, whereas Table B3 shows total sales in comparison.

New vehicle sales data is not an input variable that can be directly specified or manipulated in the EPS. Instead, it is an example of one of several optimization modules within the model. The model determines both the level of new vehicle demand (a function of capital-stock-and-flow dynamics) and the shares of vehicle by fuel type, diesel, gasoline, electricity, and natural gas.

To align with the regulatory analysis we constrain electric trucks in the baseline scenario to be only a small fraction of medium-duty new truck sales and zero for heavy-duty trucks. Specifically, this is accomplished using the “Max Percent Growth by Technology” variable, which inputs a schedule of the maximum annual growth in the Baseline Scenario. In modeling implementation of the proposed rule, we simulate the effect of deploying advanced vehicles at a pace specified in the proposed rule. The EPS “Electric Vehicle Sales Mandate” policy lever overcomes the growth constraint to approximate the levels implied by the proposed rule.

Because the level of new vehicle sales is not an input variable, there is still some variation between the EPS and CARB analysis, as illustrated in Figure B3 and Table B4.
Turning to California vehicle miles traveled, we observe that this figure includes a broader set of vehicles than just new sales in California. The EPS does not separately track the stock of in-state and out-of-state vehicles, but it does have a separate input variable to reflect business-as-usual annual change in travel demand compared to the start year. It can be delinked from the stock of vehicles to permit separate and consistent accounting of California travel demand value including out-of-state inflows.

CARB’s regulatory analysis held truck distance traveled constant in its modeling, in both the baseline and proposed rule scenarios. We disabled the travel demand price effect otherwise included in the standard model. Doing so better enables this research to provide an independent check on the regulatory analysis conducted in the ACT proceeding.

**FUEL PRICE**

Fuel prices are a crucial variable for cost effectiveness. Diesel and electricity prices were adjusted to align with the regulatory analysis. For diesel fuel, prices are $3.60 per gallon in 2017 and grow
to $4.60 per gallon in 2040. As mentioned, the analysis involves separate modeling of medium- and heavy-duty types of trucks to allow for distinct electricity price forecasts for medium- and heavy-duty trucks. For heavy-duty trucks, the price of electricity starts at $0.15 per kWh in 2017 and increases to $0.17 per kWh in 2040. For medium-duty trucks, the electricity price starts at $0.17 per kWh in 2017 and increases to $18 per kWh in 2040. Figure B4 converts both energy units for prices to a common unit, British thermal units (Btus), allowing for easier comparison.

**Figure B4. Fuel price expectations in California EPS and CARB analyses**

![Graph showing fuel price expectations](image)


**INFRASTRUCTURE AND OTHER COSTS**

Several variables important for this analysis are not directly represented in the structure of the EPS. Where the EPS structure excluded variables from CARB’s regulatory analysis, our analysis included these variables through parallel calculations of their effect, which were then added in post-processing of model results. Generally, the approach was to find incremental differences between electric and diesel trucks, based on CARB’s Appendix H (2019b), and to add these differences in post-processing of model results.

CARB’s charging infrastructure costs are attributed in this way, on an annual basis, mirroring the 20-year, 5 percent financing assumption in the regulatory analysis (2019c). Infrastructure costs are constant over time in the analysis.

The EPS tracks maintenance costs for the electricity sector but not for vehicles, and so this was also calculated in parallel on a per mile basis and added to model results.

---

32 The regulatory documentation released April 28, 2020, included updated electricity prices for Class 2b-3 passenger vans, the most numerous type of truck, lowering them by about 10 percent. That update is reflected in EPS input values. As stated in the ACT proceeding, “The electricity cost for Class 2b-3 vehicles using these assumptions was $0.189/kWh, roughly $0.02/kWh lower than the previous assumptions for Class 2b-3 ZEVs,” (CARB 2020c).
CARB’s investigation of total cost of ownership expresses the value of LCFS credits by vehicle type in dollar per kilowatt-hour ($/kWh) units, making it straightforward to directly incorporate this value in ex-post processing of results as a function of electricity used by medium- and heavy-duty trucks. LCFS values are also shown in Figure B4. The LCFS revenue stream was calculated annually based on additional electricity use in trucks spurred by the rule. The category “midlife costs,” includes battery replacements for heavy-duty trucks as well as differences caused by changes in “residual value.” Lastly, the category, “other costs” covers effects on registration fees and government taxes. The difference between electric and diesel trucks are calculated for midlife costs and other costs and then applied on a per vehicle basis at the time of sale.